In the last years a great deal of research has been done on the axiomatization of the concept of linear integral over a variety T, but very little for the nonlinear integrals 3=Jrf(p, q), P = (Pu • ■ • , Pm), ff=(ffi, ' ' • , ff*), though they have their natural place in Volterra's functional analysis. In the present paper we give the first elements of a very general axiomatization concerning such integrals. This is done by introducing a concept of quasi normality (quasi additivity, quasi subadditivity, etc.) which extends Banach's concept of normality. As we will see, if <p(T) is a quasi additive set function of bounded variation, then the integral 3(/, T, ip) of a function f(p, q) over any continuous parametric mapping T with respect to <f> (f positive homogeneous of degree one in q but not necessarily linear) can be defined by a process of limit on the set function <Ï>(T) =f[T(r), <p(I)], tEI, and this set function is proved to be itself quasi additive [ §6, Theorem (i) ]. It appears, therefore, that the concept of quasi additivity is a generalization of the usual additivity which is reproduced by the integrand /, though the latter is not linear. The integral 3 is obtained by means of a process of limit involving a mesh 5 which is defined axiomatically.
Such a process is more general than usual since 5 is not required to decrease nor approach zero by refinements only. Examples of this situation are known ( §4). In successive papers we will discuss the problem of extension and other properties of the integral 3 in connection with measure theory, Radon-Nikodym derivatives, and weak convergence. The present integral 3 contains, as a particular case, the concept of integral over a continuous surface T of finite area, as defined by the author and used in surface area theory and the calculus of variations by L. Sigalov, J. M. Danskin, V. E. Bononcini, J. Cecconi, L. H. Turner, and the author. In this particular situation <p(I) is the usual vector signed area of the same mapping T.
As is natural, the same integral 3 contains, as a particular case, the classic Weierstrass integral over a curve of finite Jordan length.
Finally, the process of limit considered in the present paper can be thought of as extending Burkill's integration process for normal interval functions. Burkill's integral has been used in connection with total variation, Jordan length, and area of nonparametric surfaces by T. Radó, S. Saks, L. Tonelli and others. On this subject we mention the monograph of S. Kempisty [2] . For the bibliography on the general subject see [l] . In particular, for some extensions of the usual requirements in connection with Burkill integration, see, e.g., L. Tonelli [6a] and H. Kober [3] . 1 . The concept of mesh. We shall denote by A a given set, or space, by {7} a collection of subsets 7 of A, by 2) a nonempty family of finite systems D of sets 7£ {7}, i.e., D=[l]= [ix, • ■ • , In], and D is not necessarily a partition of A. We shall denote by ô(D), 7?£2), a real function defined for all systems 7?£2). We shall denote the sets 7 as "intervals" and 5(7)) as the "mesh of D," or a "mesh function." Concerning the systems 7)£2) we will make either of the following hypotheses:
(b) Either (b') A is any set, and the sets 7 of each system D £ 2) are disjoint, i.e., 7, /££> implies If~\J=0, 0 the empty set; or (b") A is a topological space, U is the collection of all open sets U of A, each set 7£{7} possesses interior points, and the sets 7 of each system 7) £2) are nonoverlapping, i.e., 7, JED implies 7°, /V0, Pr\J° = I*r\J° = Pr\J* = 0, where °a nd * denote the subsets of the interior and boundary points of a set in A (in the topology U).
Concerning the mesh function o(D) we make the following hypotheses:
(di) 0<5(7))< + °° for every D£2); (d2) Given e>0 there are systems 7J£2) with 0<8(D) <e.
Note that 5(D) is a property of the whole system D. It is not requested that any system 7J>£2) has in 2) some refinement D', and, if this happens, no relation is implied between 5(D) and S(D').
Let <b(I) = [</>i(7), • • • , <bk(I) ], 7£ {7}, be any real-valued interval vector function defined for every 7£{7}.
If A = l we say that <j>(I) is an interval scalar function. By ||0[| we shall denote the Euclidean norm. + °° ,where D= [i] denotes any system 7)£2). The numbers *25r, *2Sr could be denoted as Burkill-type lower and upper integrals of <f>T.
Finally, we will put *3S = (*5Bi, • • • ,»»*), *3S = (*35i, ■ • • , *25*). If *SSr=*58r For nonnegative scalar functions 0 we will find it convenient to denote *$$($), *W), SBGM by *V(xp), *F(0), V(yp) respectively. Thus Og*Fg*Fg + oo, and O^F^ + oo if F exists. It may occur that <p(I), 0(T) depend also on arbitrary parameters, and that the lim inf, lim sup, above are taken for all possible values of the parameters. In this case the limits above, if they exist are then independent of the choice of these parameters.
2. Quasi normal functions. Let <p(T) = (0i, • • • , <pk), IE {T},be any realvalued interval vector function. We shall say that 0(T) is quasi additive (with respect to the mesh function 8(D) and the family D) provided (0) given €>0 there is a number n = n(t) such that, if D0 = [^EQ is any system with 8(Da) <r¡, then there is also a number X=X(«, D0) >0 such that, for every system D = [T]G© with 8(D) <X we have
E lkC/)ll < h where the last sum is taken for all JED, J(\_I for any IED0.
If m is any real number, let m+, mr be, as usual, the numbers m+ = (\m\ +»0/2, m~=(\m\ -m)/2.
An interval scalar function \p(T) is said to be quasi subadditive (with respect to the mesh function S(T>) and the family D) provided the statement (\p) holds which is analogous to (0) where (0i), (02) are replaced by the single relation (w e r e w) -hi)] <«.
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In an analogous fashion we can define quasi overadditive scalar functions. A scalar function 0 is said to be quasi normal if it is either quasi additive, or quasi subadditive, or quasi overadditive.
We shall denote by 5(0, D) the sum E$(-0> where E ranges over all I ED. If0is quasi subadditive, then -0 is quasi overadditive. It may occur that 0(T), 0(7) depend also on arbitrary parameters, and we may require that the numbers 77(e), X(e, D0) of definitions (0), (0) can be determined independently of the values chosen for these parameters. 
where in the second member both expressions are nonnegative. By (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) we have 0 è Er I E(7) HD -HD I + E' HD ^ e/3 + e/3 + e/3 = e, and both requirements (0i), (02) are satisfied for the nonnegative scalar function 0, i.e., 0 is quasi additive. (7))2]^2
On the other hand, 0(7) = [d>(I)+u(I)] + [-u(P)], and hence
and this proves that ||0|| is quasi subadditive. By (2.i) we know that the functions 0r, r= 1, • • -, A, are quasi additive, and by the result now proved we conclude that the functions |0r| are quasi subadditive.
Observe 
If 0,(7) ^0 then 0r(7) = 0 and
If 0,(7) ^ 0, then 0+(7) = 0 and
In both cases we have
and finally, since 0r is quasi additive, also
Thus 0r+, 0r are quasi subadditive, and (3.ii) is proved. Proof. Given €>0, there is n(e) >0 such that for every 770 = [7] with 5 (7)0) <v, there is aX=X(e, 7)0)>0 such that for D- [7] with 5(7)) <X we have Hence ||w|| ^||«i|, and also (3.5) ||0(7) -«-(7)|| ^ ||0(7) -«"(/) + W(7)|| + ||W (7)||.
Finally, we observe that all components of the vectors 0 -«_+wand cp -u+ w+u+ are not negative, and the components of the former are ^ the corresponding components of the latter. Hence Finally, we have Ikcoll áE(7)lk(T)|| + 3Er«r (7),
Thus, the first part of (3.hi) is proved. To prove the last part, observe that <pr -<Pr' -d>7, ¡0r| -<Pr~+<Pr~ are quasi additive by force of (2.ii), and that 0, [I0II are quasi additive by force of (2.i) and (2.iii). This statement is a consequence of (3.ii), (2.v). Note that, if 7= 7(||0||) < + », then 7r, 7r+, Vr~< + ^. Indeed, all 0r are quasi additive by (2.i) and ||0||, |0r|,0r+, 0r are quasi subadditive by (3.ii). By 7< + » we deduce 7r, 7+, 7r< °°, and by (3.i) we conclude that ||0||, |0r|, 0+, 0r are quasi additive.
(3.vii) If 0 is quasi additive and 7(||0||) < + «>, then given «>0 there is a number ¿t(e) >0 such that, for every 7)0= [7] , 7)0£2), with 5 (7)0) 8. Jordan length for discontinuous curves. Let C: x = x(t), 0 |( S 1, x=(xx, • ■ • , xk), be any real vector function (a parametric curve not necessarily continuous). Take A, {i}, 2) as in Example 7. For every to, 0g/0<l, let s+(io) =lim sup ||x(i) -x(t0)\\ as I->2o + , and let s+(l) =0. Analogously, for every to, 0<i0^l, let s~(t0) = lim sup \\x(t) -x(t0)\\ ast-^to -, and let s~(0)=0. Finally, let s(to) = s+(to)A-s~(to) for every O^io^l.
As in Example 7, we suppose 0 (7) Thus 0(7), 7£{7}, is quasi subadditive (with respect to 2) and 5(7))), and hence 7= 7(0)= lim £0 (7) exists as 5 (7))-»0, where £ ranges over all 7£7). Since/(x) is /¿-integrable, we have 7= Vty) < + °°, and by (3.i), 0 is quasi additive. Also it is easy to prove that Vty) = (A)ff(x)dß is the LebesgueStieltjes integral of f(x) in A (see, e.g., [5; 8] (7)). Let K be any compact set containing the graph [C] of C, i.e., [C] QKQEk, and let/(/>, g), />£7C, g£Efc,be any function continuous on KXEk such that f(p, tq)=tf(p, q) for all f^O, pQ-K, qQEk. For every 7£J7}, let $(I)=f[x(r), 0(7)], where r denotes any arbitrary point t£7. Then $(7), 7£{7{, is quasi additive with respect to 2) and 5(77) by force of Theorem (6.i), and the numbers 77(e), X(e, 7?0) of §2, can be taken independently of the [9] it is shown that the same integral 3 can be defined also by an analogous process with different classes {tt} , functions u, and mesh 5. 7=7(||0||)< + oo, let e>0 be an arbitrary number 0<€<(2 7+2)-1, let <r = e3/48A, p=ß(o), 0<ß^o, the number defined by (3.vii), and let 7)0= [7] be any system 7)0£2) with 5(7)0) <p,-Let X=X(o-, Do), 0 <X uß, be the further number defined by (3.vii) , and let D = [7] be any system 7)£2) with 5(7)) <X. For any IQDo and JQD let a(I), ß(J) be the unit vectors defined above. Let £r, £j, £<J). £' denote as usual sums ranging over all IQDo, all JQD, all JQD with JQI, all JQD with 7(£7 for any IQD0 and let £* be any sum ranging over all JQD with JQI for some IQDo and \\ß(J) -a(I)\\ = e. Then we have (5.1) £* ||0(7)|| < e, £' ||0(7)|| < e, (5.2) £/E(/)ll0(7)||||«(7)-pV)||2<e, and also (5-3) £r | £<" ||0(7)|| -||0(7)|| | < e, £z|| £<'> 0(7) -0(7)|| < e, ,,,, II«-£r 0(7)|| <e, |7-£r||0(7)||| < e, { ^ ||«-£,0(7)|| <e, |7-£,||0(7)||| <e.
Proof. By By multiplication by ||0(7)|| we have, since p\ = 0r(7)/||0(7)||, (5.6) e2||0(7)|| = 2[||0(7)|| -£,«,0, (7)].
Let us observe that this bracket is =0 for every unit vector a. Indeed, by the Schwarz inequality, £ aMD = ( £ «i)1'2 ( £ 0^)1/2 = l|0(7)||. We shall denote as before by «(7) = («i, • • ■ , uk) the vector u(I) = E(7)#(^) -0(7), hence wr(7) = E(7)<M-^) -0r (7), and observe that by force of the fifth relation (5.5) we have Er|lM(-0|| <"'• Thus by (5.7) we have 62 E(*7> IkCOll = 2[E<7> lk(T)|| -Er«r(0r(T) + «r (7))]( and since ar = 0r(7)/||0(7)||, by computation we deduce *2 E(+7) \\HD\\ = 2[E(7> \\HD\\ -\\HD\\ -Er«r«r (7) any point qQEk, and <3 the unit sphere in Ek, or ©= [g£7Sjt, ||g|| = l]. Let /(£> î). pQKQEm, qQEk, be any function of (/>, g) defined for all (p, q) QKXEk, such that (fi) /is a bounded and uniformly continuous function of (p, q) in 7ÍX©;
(fa) /(/>, /g) -//<£, g) for all feO, PQK, qQEk.
Thus, by takingf(p, 0) = 0 for every pQK, the function/(/>, g), (/>, g) QK~XEk,
is continuous in KXEk. Under hypothesis (f) we shall understand (fi) and (f2). For every 7£{7} we may choose arbitrarily a point r£7 and consider the set function *(*)= flPir), 0(7)], '€{/}.
We shall prove the following main theorem :
(6.i) Theorem. If 0(7), 7£{7}, « quasi additive (with respect to D and 5(D)) and 7= 7(||0||) < + «, if (a) and (f) hold, then *(7), 7£ {7}, is quasi additive (with respect to 2) and 5(D)), and, given «>0, the numbers 77(e), X(e, 7)0) of §2 caw be determined independently of the choice of r in each set I, IQD, 77£2).
The following statement is an immediate consequence of (6.i) and (2.v).
(6.ii) Theorem. If 0(7), 7£ {7}, is quasi additive and 7= 7(||0||) < °o , if (w) and (f) hold, then the following limit exists and is finite: 
